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A One-Stop-Shop For All Your Warehouse Storage Needs



No matter how diverse your storage needs, we can provide the perfect pallet racking 
and shelving system to suit your business. From design to project management and 
installation, our experts will take care of everything, allowing you complete peace 
of mind.

Racking Solutions Did you know?

We provide product demonstrations at our Midlands-based UK showroom, allowing 
you to trial and test our solutions, assessing first-hand the different options available.

Our comprehensive range of vertical storage solutions takes care of storing long items or anything 
that needs to be stored vertically whilst remaining readily available. Ideal for handpicking items 
such as tubing and pipes, our vertical storage products are the most logical solution for lengthy 
materials. With the addition of one of our divider options, you can adapt the vertical storage to allow 
for a quick and easy selection process. To accommodate varying stock levels and sizes, the divider 
arms are easily adjusted by hand, with a retaining angle on the floor keeping stock securely in place.

Vertical Storage Racking

Maximise your storage potential with our fully functional, highly adaptable storage solutions for all 
types and sizes of pallets. Within adjustable pallet racking, there are many variations of design. 
We can advise on what is the most effective solution for you based on your requirements, building 
design and manual handling equipment. Wide aisle pallet racking, very narrow aisle (VNA), mobile 
racking, drive in racking, live storage and pushback racking are all available.

Adjustable Pallet Racking

Cantilever racking is the best storage solution if you need to store items which are not suited to 
standard pallet racking bays, such as timber and extrusions. A column carries a set of cantilever 
arms which are designed to suit your particular application. These arms can be bolted into a fixed 
position or can be adjusted, time and time again. Cantilever racking is accessible with conventional 
fork trucks. Each arm of the racking can incorporate a retaining pin to prevent products from rolling 
forward off the arms.

Installing the appropriate industrial shelving is an essential task, with the weight and height of 
the goods stored determining the right solution for your business. Using our 45 years of industry 
experience, we can help you find the perfect system for your business, be it economic shelving 
or more heavy duty shelving options. We approach all tasks with an open mindset to ensure the 
customer is receiving the best possible service.

Industrial Shelving

Cantilever Racking


